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What should I already know?

● I should know how to read and create a timeline.
● I should be able to read and create a family tree.
● I will have knowledge about how the UK has developed since the stone age.
● I will be aware of some key events in British and World history, such as World War Two.
● I will be aware of some of the changes in Biggleswades history.
● I know Edward Peake school has a four house system: Penrose, Albone, Ryland and

Tealby.

This is Biggleswade : Big questions
What has happened in
Biggleswade’s past?
This is my chance to report on
the history of my town and any
events of significance.

How did my family compare to
others at the time?
Having learnt about the structure
and wealth of my family I can
then compare them with others
at the time.

What contributions did my
family make to society?
This enquiry will allow me to
understand the contributions
made but also the scale and
impact of them.

How can families teach us history?
This exhibit will reinforce what I have learnt about local history and the contributions made.

Family Tree Template Key information

Biggleswade History Society website
http://www.biggleswadehistory.org.uk/

Biggleswade History timeline
http://www.biggleswadehistory.org.uk/tim
eline/

Dan Albone
http://www.biggleswadehistory.org.uk/rese
arch/people/dan-albone/
Ryland
http://www.biggleswadehistory.org.uk/rese
arch/people/biggleswade-names-index/ryla
nd/
Tealby
http://hildakean.com/?page_id=224
Penrose
http://www.biggleswadehistory.org.uk/rese
arch/people/charles-penrose-and-fanny-blo
ws/
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British History timeline

Vocabulary
Family tree A diagram showing the relationship between people in several generations

of a family.
Timeline A graphical representation of a period of time, on which important events

are marked.
Society An organization or club formed for a particular purpose or activity.
National Relating to or characteristic of a nation; common to a whole nation.
International Existing, occurring, or carried on between nations.
Obituary A notice of a death, especially in a newspaper, typically including a brief

biography of the deceased person.
Portrait A painting, drawing, photograph, or engraving of a person, especially one

depicting only the face or head and shoulders.
Scale The size of an area covered by an event or individual action.
Council A body of people elected to manage the affairs of a city, county, or other

district.
Heritage Valued objects and qualities such as historic buildings and cultural

traditions that have been passed down from previous generations.
Legacy Something left or handed down by a predecessor.

Media list

Bygone Biggleswade, Biggleswade History Society

Biggleswade History Society

The Higgins Museum, Bedford


